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Abstract

The study of the structure and chemistry of
biological systems with density-functional the-
ory requires an accurate description of inter-
molecular interactions involving charged moi-
eties. While dispersion-corrected functionals
accurately model non-covalent interactions in
neutral systems, a systematic study of the per-
formance and errors associated with intermolec-
ular interactions between charged fragments is
missing. We undertake this study by examin-
ing the performance of a series of dispersion-
corrected functionals with varying degrees of
exact exchange for the side-chain protein in-
teractions from the BioFragment Database
(BFDb) of Burns et al. (the SSI set). In gen-
eral, hybrid functionals with 20-30% exact ex-
change are accurate across the board, with the
lowest mean absolute errors of 0.11 kcal/mol ob-
tained from the 20% exact-exchange BLYP and
PW86PBE hybrids coupled with the exchange-
hole dipole moment (XDM) dispersion model.
In addition, our analysis shows that functionals
with higher exact-exchange fractions overesti-
mate the electrostatic contributions to the bind-
ing energies, and that GGA functionals overes-
timate zwitterion binding energies due to delo-
∗To whom correspondence should be addressed
†Universidad de Oviedo
‡Dalhousie University

calisation error and overestimated charge trans-
fer. In addition, the (quite large) repulsion in
the dications is systematically overestimated by
all functionals and the trends for the monoan-
ionic and dianionic dimers can be successfully
explained by appealing to the ability of the un-
derlying GGA to describe Pauli repulsion, as
given by its exchange enhancement factor. Go-
ing beyond studies of biomolecules, this latter
result has important implications for selecting
appropriate GGA functionals for applications
to ionic solids and layered materials containing
anion-anion interactions.

Introduction

With steady advances in computer technol-
ogy, density-functional theory (DFT) is be-
ing routinely applied to study large biochem-
ical systems. Under the umbrella of biologi-
cal applications,1 it is now possible to apply
DFT to the simulation of entire proteins, eval-
uate protein-ligand binding energies,2�5 and in-
vestigate mechanistic details of enzymatic re-
actions.6 A methodological advance in DFT
that is crucial to these applications is the
development of London dispersion models7�14

that may be paired with popular DFT meth-
ods to provide accurate treatment of inter-
molecular interactions. However, as dispersion-
corrected DFT methods are typically developed
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and tested on small molecular dimers at or
near their equilibrium geometries, their accu-
racy for non-covalent interactions within com-
plex biomolecules is not guaranteed and re-
quires further investigation.
One aspect that is often overlooked in the de-

velopment and benchmarking of DFT methods
is the treatment of non-covalent interactions
between charged systems. However, charged
fragments (e.g. charged ligands, protein zwit-
terions) are omnipresent in biological systems.
Burns et al.15 recently introduced the BioFrag-
ment Database (BFDb) for benchmarking com-
putational methods regarding their ability to
treat intermolecular interactions in biological
systems. The largest subset of this database
is the �SSI� collection of 3380 side-chain�side-
chain interactions, comprising pairs of standard
amino acids found within 47 proteins.15 In the
construction of this set, the protein structures
were relaxed with the �99SB force-�eld16 using
a generalized Born model17 of implicit aqueous
solvent. Pairs of side chains containing non-
hydrogen atoms within a distance of 4Å were
selected and terminated by breaking bonds to
sp3-hybridized carbon atoms and capping with
a hydrogen at a �xed C-H distance of 1.1Å. The
side chains were otherwise �xed at the same ge-
ometries as in the relaxed protein structures, so
that the molecular dimers are generally far from
their equilibrium gas-phase minima. CCSD(T)
extrapolated to the complete basis-set limit was
employed to obtain reference interaction ener-
gies.15 Its design gives the SSI dataset more ge-
ometric diversity than the S22x518 or S66x819

sets, which are commonly used to develop and
test dispersion-corrected DFT methods.
Importantly, the SSI set is also rare in

that it involves interactions between charged
monomers. Due to its construction from aque-
ous protein geometries in their zwitterionic
state, each side chain can be neutral, cationic,
or anionic. This results in six possible con�gu-
rations for the side-chain dimers: neutral (0/0),
zwitterionic (+1/-1), monoanions (-1), mono-
cations (+1), dianions (-2), or dications (+2).
The decomposition of the SSI set into these six
categories is summarised in Table 1, which also
shows the average (reference) interaction energy

for each dimer class. The neutral, monoan-
ionic, and monocationic interactions are gener-
ally weakly attractive. The ion-dipole interac-
tions in the monoanion and monocation dimers
are stronger on average (binding energies ca.
8 kcal/mol) than the interactions between two
neutral fragments (ca. 1 kcal/mol), for which
London dispersion is the dominant intermolec-
ular interaction. Dispersion contributes a con-
sistent 1�2 kcal/mol to the interaction energies
for all dimer classes, with larger contributions
occurring for bulkier side chains. However, dis-
persion only represents a signi�cant percentage
of the total energy for cases with one or more
neutral side-chain fragments. Conversely, the
interactions between two charged side chains
are dominated by electrostatics: the zwitterions
are strongly bound, while the dianion and dica-
tion interactions are strongly repulsive. The in-
terested reader is directed to Ref. 15 for a more
rigorous and detailed energy decomposition of
the SSI set.
Virtually all non-covalent interaction bench-

marks involve only neutral molecules and are
dominated by dispersion and other van der
Waals interactions, such as hydrogen bond-
ing or halogen bonding.18,19,22�24 While there
are some exceptions for charge-transfer com-
plexes25,26 and halogens bonds in ionic sys-
tems,27,28 these are well established as problem
cases for conventional DFT methods.27 In con-
trast, electrostatics is the dominant contribu-
tion to the interaction energies for the classes
of the SSI dataset involving one or more ionic
side chains. Due to the small dispersion contri-
butions to the overall interaction energies (Ta-
ble 1), it is not expected that results for these
ionic dimers will be particularly sensitive to the
choice of dispersion correction. However, it is
not clear how various base density functionals
will perform for these interaction energies. In
their work, Burns et al.15 used the SSI dataset
to benchmark the accuracy of 12 density func-
tionals, including several hybrid, double hybrid,
and range-separated hybrid functionals, com-
bined with various dispersion corrections. The
conclusion of this analysis was that the per-
formance of DFT-based methods is �unsystem-
atic�.
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Table 1: The composition of the SSI set of Burns et al.,15 showing the number of intermolecular
complexes of each type. The average interaction strength from the literature reference data is also
given, together with the average dispersion-binding contribution to the overall interaction energies
(obtained with BHandHLYP-XDM8,20,21 calculations), both in kcal/mol.

Complex Monomer Abbreviation Number Average Average
Charge Charges Strength Dispersion
Neutral both neutral 0/0 2,596 -1.27 -1.67
Anion one negatively charged -1 391 -8.27 -1.79
Cation one positively charged +1 202 -7.77 -1.83
Neutral oppositely charged +1/-1 170 -103.4 -1.46
Dianion negatively charged -2 14 73.7 -2.14
Dication positively charged +2 7 61.1 -2.56

In this work, we aim to study and under-
stand the performance of various DFT methods
in the description of non-covalent interactions
between neutral and charged protein fragments
using the SSI data set. To this end, calculations
were carried out using three families of hybrid
functionals, based on selected generalised gra-
dient approximations (GGAs),21,29�31 all paired
with the exchange-hole dipole moment (XDM)
dispersion correction.7,8 Our results show that
the subsets of the SSI benchmark involving one
or more neutral side chains, whose dimers are
similar to those included in other benchmark
sets for non-covalent interactions, are well de-
scribed by all functionals considered. The best
performance for these dimers is obtained using
the exact-exchange mixing fractions normally
employed for main-group thermochemistry.32�35

Larger absolute errors are obtained for the zwit-
terion and diion subsets, although the perfor-
mance is still excellent relative to the mag-
nitude of the interaction energies. All meth-
ods exhibit consistent overestimation of elec-
trostatic repulsion in the dications, which we
conjecture is due to incomplete inclusion of cor-
relation e�ects.36 For the dianions, the errors
can be explained by the large-gradient limit of
the GGA enhancement factor of the function-
als considered.37�41 Finally, systematic over-
binding is seen for the zwitterions, which may
be rationalised in terms of delocalisation (or
charge-transfer) error42�46 with GGAs and over-
estimation of electrostatic interactions41 with
Hartree-Fock theory caused by localisation er-
ror.

Computational Methods

The geometries of all dimers and monomers
in the SSI set were obtained from the work
of Burns et al.15 The electronic energies of
all species were evaluated using the Gaus-
sian 09 program47 with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis
set. Families of hybrid functionals, having an
exchange-correlation energy of the form

EXC = aXE
HF
X + (1− aX)EGGA

X + EGGA
C (1)

were constructed based on three GGA function-
als: BLYP,21,29 PBE,30 and PW86PBE.30,31

The aX parameter controls the fraction of exact-
exchange mixing and was varied from 0 to
1 in increments of 0.1. For example, using
the BLYP GGA with aX = 0.5 gives the
BHandHLYP20,21 functional.
In all cases, the exchange-hole dipole moment

(XDM) dispersion correction7,8 was added to
the base DFT energy computed with each hy-
brid functional, in a post-self-consistent-�eld
(post-SCF) fashion. The two XDM damping-
function parameters were �t for each hybrid by
minimising the mean absolute percent errors
(MAPEs) for the Kannemann-Becke set of 49
intermolecular complexes (KB49),48 as in our
previous work.8,41 The parameter values and
corresponding error statistics for this KB49 set,
at each value of aX, are given in the Supporting
Information.
A small subset of the SSI, the members of

which are also listed in the Supporting Informa-
tion, was constructed by selecting 5 complexes
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from each class in Table 1. For each of these
30 complexes, charge-transfer analysis was per-
formed using Bader's quantum theory of atoms
in molecules (QTAIM).49 The QTAIM atomic
charges were computed from the wavefunction
of the intermolecular complex, using the AIMall
program,50 and summed over each molecule in
the complex. The di�erence between these re-
sults and the formal, integer charges on each
molecule determined the extent of intermolecu-
lar charge transfer.

Results and Discussion

The mean absolute errors (MAEs) and mean er-
rors (MEs) for each subset of the SSI are shown
as a function of exact-exchange mixing fraction
in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. For the pur-
poses of discussion, we will consider the neu-
tral, monocation, and monoanion complexes to-
gether, as the error trends are similar for each
of these classes. The zwitterions, dications, and
dianions will then be considered individually.
Overall, the best performing methods are

those with intermediate exact-exchange mixing
fractions of 20-30%, as are typically employed
for predition of main-group thermochemistry.
In general, the binding-energy results for the
side-chain dimers are excellent, with MAEs
of only ca. 1% of the total interaction ener-
gies. However, the maximum errors can be
substantially larger, typically ranging from 1-2
kcal/mol for the neutral dimes and 1-4 kcal/mol
for the charged dimers, depending on functional
(Supporting Information). The distributions of
the errors for the particular case of the 20%-
PW86PBE hybrid, one of the best-performing
XDM-corrected functionals, are shown in Fig-
ure 3 for the neutral, zwitterion, monoanion,
and monocation classes. The dianion and di-
cation distributions are not shown due to the
small sample sizes (14 and 7 complexes, respec-
tively).

Neutral and Monoion Complexes

For the neutral complexes with neutral
monomers (the 0/0 category in Table 1),

the interactions are dominated by dispersion.
The interaction energies are generally smaller
in magnitude than for other intermolecular-
interaction benchmarks, such as the KB49,8,48

S22,22 or S66,23 where the interactions are a
mix of dispersion, π-stacking, and hydrogen-
bonding. This is primarily due to the fact
that the dimers in the SSI set are frozen at
their geometries in the protein, which prevents
them from rearranging to maximize dispersion
or form hydrogen bonds as in other benchmark
sets. As a result of the smaller interaction ener-
gies, the MAEs are also typically lower than for
other sets. In particular, with the full range of
XDM-corrected functionals considered herein,
MAEs for the KB49 set range from 0.21�0.92
kcal/mol (see Supporting Information), com-
pared to MAEs of 0.07�0.28 kcal/mol for the
0/0 SSI set. Hence, all XDM-corrected func-
tionals were found to perform very well at all
fractions of exact-exchange mixing. From Fig-
ure 1, the lowest errors were consistently ob-
tained with 10�40% exact exchange, in agree-
ment with what has been seen previously for
the KB49 set, as well as for other standard
thermochemistry benchmarks.8 From Figure 2,
the MEs are also uniformly near zero, indicat-
ing no consistent overbinding or underbinding
tendency.
The MAEs for the monocation (+1) and

monoanion (-1) complexes (Figure 1) are quite
similar in magnitude, ranging from 0.16 to
0.85 kcal/mol. While these errors are signif-
icantly higher than for the neutral 0/0 com-
plexes, they are comparable to those obtained
for the KB49 set. This is reasonable because
both the total binding energies and the strength
of the electrostatic interactions in the KB49
dimers, and other similar sets, are compara-
ble to those in the monoanion and monocation
subsets of the SSI. As for the neutral 0/0 com-
plexes, the MAEs are minimized for 10�40% ex-
act exchange, indicating that conventional hy-
brid functionals perform quite well for all three
of these SSI classes.
The MEs (Figure 2) for the monocations are

again uniformly near zero for all mixing frac-
tions, indicating no systematic errors. For the
monoanions, however, there is some dependence
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Figure 1: Mean absolute errors for the various subsets of the SSI, as a function of exact-exchange
mixing. Results are shown for (a) neutral complexes, (b) zwitterions, (c) monocationic complexes,
(d) dications, (e) monoanionic complexes, and (f) dianions. Note the increased y-axis range for the
dianions in plot (f).
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of the MEs on the choice of base functional, par-
ticularly for the pure GGAs. This e�ect will
be observed again, but to a much larger extent,
when we consider the errors for the dianions. In
any case, conventional hybrid functionals, with
exact-exchange mixing fractions appropriate for
main-group thermochemistry and XDM disper-
sion corrections, give excellent performance for
the neutral, monocation, and monoanion SSI
binding energies.

Zwitterion Complexes

The ionic nature of the intermolecular inter-
actions present in the zwitterion (+1/-1) com-
plexes imparts large binding energies (Table 1),
comparable to covalent bond strengths. Disper-
sion represents < 2% of the average interaction
energies, meaning that the performance for this

SSI subset will be dominated by the choice of
base density functional. As shown in Figure 1,
the errors for the zwitterion +1/-1 complexes
are generally larger than for the neutral 0/0
complexes, ranging from 0.22 to 1.15 kcal/mol,
although they are still comparable to those for
the KB49 set. The lowest MAEs are again ob-
tained with 20-40% exact exchange. However,
considering the mean errors in Figure 2, the
+1/-1 complexes are overbound with all func-
tionals and aX values considered.
Hartree-Fock theory is known over-localize

electrons51 and overestimate molecular
dipoles.52 In the +1/-1 systems, this results in
overbinding of the oppositely-charged moieties
due to an overestimation of the electrostatic
contribution. This explains the overbinding at
high exact-exchange fractions shown in Fig-
ure 2, a behaviour that is similar to what was
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Figure 2: Mean errors for the various subsets of the SSI, as a function of exact-exchange mixing.
Results are shown for (a) neutral complexes, (b) zwitterions, (c) monocationic complexes, (d)
dications, (e) monoanionic complexes, and (f) dianions. Note the increased y-axis range for the
dianions in plot (f).
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seen in our previous work for hydrogen �uoride
clusters.41 Conversely, the overbinding of the
+1/-1 complexes by all pure GGA functionals
can be explained by density-functional delo-
calisation error. This error refers to the ten-
dency of GGA functionals to overstabilise de-
localised electron distributions, including those
with fractional charges.43�46,53 In the context of
intermolecular interactions, delocalisation er-
ror manifests as overbinding in complexes with
signi�cant charge transfer and intermolecular
delocalisation25�27,54,55 and is consequently also
known as charge-transfer error.
To illustrate this point, Figure 4 shows the

intermolecular charge transfer for a 30-complex
subset of the SSI database, as a function of
exact-exchange mixing fraction. The values
for each SSI class are averages over �ve repre-
sentative examples of interactions within that

class. The degree of charge transfer for each
complex was determined as the deviation from
the expected integer charges on each molecu-
lar fragment via QTAIM analysis. The +1/-
1 complexes stand out in the �gure as hav-
ing both the largest charge transfer and the
largest span of values across functionals, rang-
ing from nearly 0.12e− for BLYP to 0.06e−

for BHandHLYP and only 0.04e− for HFLYP.
This is consistent with our previous discussion:
charge transfer is overestimated by GGA func-
tionals and it decreases with increasing exact
exchange fraction, indicating the appearance of
(density-driven) delocalisation error from the
base functional.46,53 The excessive charge trans-
fer predicted by the GGA functionals, shown
in Figure 4, causes the observed overbinding in
Figure 2.
Overall, the best performance for the +1/-
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Figure 3: Error distributions for selected SSI
subsets obtained from the PW86PBE-based hy-
brid functional with 20% exact-exchange mix-
ing and XDM dispersion.
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1 complexes is obtained with intermediate
exact-exchange mixing fractions, which min-
imize delocalisation error, while also reduc-
ing the overstabilisation of electrostatic inter-
actions from Hartree-Fock theory. The gen-
eral overbinding of the zwitterions is similar
to, but less dramatic than, our results for
Bauzá's halogen-bonding dataset,27,28 which in-
cludes ionic cases where halide anions act as
the electron donors. For that benchmark, the
complexes display even higher charge transfer,
with average values of 0.22e− for BLYP and
0.17e− for BHandHLYP.27 Consequently, most
XDM-corrected GGA and hybrid functionals
were found to shown even greater systematic
overbinding.

Dication complexes

For the dication class of the SSI, the interac-
tions are dominated by electrostatic repulsion.
While dispersion contributes only ca. 4% on
average to the overall interaction energy (Ta-
ble 1), the absolute values of the dispersion en-
ergies are largest for this class. This is due
to the large side-chain size (methylguanidinium
cation) for arginine, relative to most other stan-
dard amino acids. Of the 7 dication complexes,
5 of the original amino-acid pairs are arginine
dimers and two are arginine-lysine dimers.
From Figure 1, the MAEs for the dication

set range from 0.35 to 0.83 kcal/mol, which
represents only ca. 1% of the overall interac-
tion energy. However, unlike for all other SSI
classes, there is no minimum in the MAE for hy-
brid functionals with 10�40% exact exchange.
Additionally, Figure 2 shows that all function-
als systematically overestimate the electrostatic
repulsion in these complexes. The systematic
errors for the dications show minimal depen-
dence on the extent of exact-exchange mixing.
This result, taken together with the negligible
charge transfer found in the dication complexes
(Figure 4), indicates that the systematic devi-
ations for the dications cannot be attributed
to delocalization (or self-interaction) error. In-
deed, delocalization error typically results in
overbinding, rather than overestimation of non-
bonded repulsion.
It is unlikely that the source of systematic

error for the dications is the XDM dispersion
term because an underestimation of dispersion
interactions for cations would similarly a�ect
the monocation complexes, yet this is not ob-
served in Figure 2. It is similarly unlikely that
basis-set incompleteness is responsible, as elec-
tronic energies of cations are generally less sen-
sitive to the choice of basis set than neutral
or anionic species. For the particular test case
of the 20% BLYP hybrid functional, increasing
the basis-set size to aug-cc-pVQZ causes a 0.07
kcal/mol increase in the repulsion energies, re-
sulting in a slight increase in MAE from 0.57 to
0.64 kcal/mol.
A possible explanation for the results in Fig-

ure 2(d) could be a problem with the de-
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scription of electron correlation for the dica-
tion interactions, which would a�ect semilo-
cal GGAs and Hartree-Fock similarly. Given
that cations have more compact electron densi-
ties than neutral molecules, dication complexes
will possess virtually zero density overlap be-
tween monomers. It is reasonable that semi-
local GGA correlation models may not be able
to provide a complete treatment of dynami-
cal electron correlation between the cations;
even a small amount of additional correla-
tion would serve to o�set the excess electro-
static repulsion, improving agreement with the
correlated-wavefunction referece data. It has
been previously noted for dications of thiophene
oligomers36 that sophisticated treatments of
electron correlation are needed to compute ac-
curate interaction energies for dication com-
plexes, without overestimation of electrostatic
repulsion. We therefore conjecture that incom-
plete treatment of electron correlation e�ects
may be the reason for the observed overestima-
tion of electrostatic repulsion for the SSI dica-
tion complexes.

Dianion Complexes

As for the dications, the interactions in the di-
anion complexes are all dominated by electro-
static repulsion. The interaction energies are
overly repulsive for functionals with high frac-
tion of exact-exchange mixing, probably due
to the tendency of Hartree-Fock to overesti-
mate the electrostatic component. However,
the interaction-energy errors for the dianions,
which range from 0.22 to 2.47 kcal/mol (Fig-
ure 1), are generally larger in magnitude than
for all other classes of complexes within the SSI
set.
Figure 2 shows that the performance for the

dianions exhibits the greatest dependence on
the choice of base GGA functional: BLYP is
strongly underbinding, while PBE is strongly
overbinding, and PW86PBE has near zero
mean error. This is the same qualitative trend
observed for the GGAs in the treatment of the
monoanions but, in this case, the MEs are 6�10
times higher in magnitude. These observations
can be explained by considering the form of the

enhancement factor for each of the GGA ex-
change functionals.
The GGA enhancement factor, FX(s), deter-

mines the exchange-energy contribution beyond
the local density approximation (LDA) by in-
corporating a dependence on the reduced den-
sity gradient, s:

EX = cX

∫
FX(s)ε

LDA
X (ρ)dr. (2)

Here, cX is a constant, ρ is the electron density,
and εLDA

X is the LDA exchange-energy density.
The particular form of the enhancement factor
depends on the GGA exchange functional. Be-
cause the electron density is piecewise exponen-
tial, the reduced density gradient will always
have large values far from an atom or molecule.
Conversely, when a van der Waals complex is
formed, the reduced gradient will have small
values in the intermolecular region, becoming
identically zero at the bond critical point(s).56

As all GGA functionals are constructed to re-
duce to the LDA for zero gradient, the di�er-
ence in exchange energy upon formation of the
van der Waals complex is determined by the
large-gradient limit of the enhancement factor.
Consequently, the limit of large reduced density
gradients determines the performance of the ex-
change functional for Pauli repulsion in van der
Waals complexes,37�41 which is crucial in the
description of intermolecular interactions.
It has been shown that the optimal

large-gradient limit for accurate descrip-
tion of exchange-only repulsion in noble-gas
dimers37�39 is

lim
s→∞

FX(s) ∼ s2/5 (3)

and the PW86 exchange functional was de-
signed to obey this limit. Instead, the PBE
enhancement factor approaches a constant in
the large-gradient limit, resulting in signi�cant
overbinding of van der Waals dimers, even with-
out a dispersion correction. Conversely, the B88
enhancement factor scales more quickly than
s2/5, resulting in overestimated non-bonded re-
pulsion.
Returning to the monoanions and dianions in
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the SSI set, Figure 2 shows overbinding with
PBE and underbinding with BLYP, which can
be explained by the aforementioned di�erences
in their enhancement factors. As PW86 has the
desired large-gradient limit, PW86PBE gives
near-zero mean error for both anionic and di-
anionic complexes. One may wonder why the
enhancement factor only has a signi�cant e�ect
on the mean errors for the anionic complexes,
and not for the neutral or cationic complexes.
This can be understood through consideration
of the di�erences in electron densities using a se-
ries of isoelectronic complexes of varying charge
state.

Figure 5: The Hartree-Fock electron den-
sity (solid lines) and reduced density gradi-
ent (dashed lines), computed using the NU-
MOL program,57,58 for the isoelectronic series
of dimers: Na2+2 , Ne2, and F2−
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Figure 5 shows a plot of the electron densities
and reduced density gradients along the �bond�
axis for the F2−

2 , Ne2, and Na2+2 complexes, each
with a 4 Å internuclear separation. The F2−

2 di-
anion has the most di�use density distribution,
as well as the lowest reduced gradient in the
interatomic region. Higher density values far
from the nuclei will result in a higher weighting
of the gradient term for those points in the in-
tegration of the exchange energy. In turn, this
will result in a larger exchange-energy di�erence
between the dimer and separated monomers,
which will cause larger variation in the pre-
dicted extent of non-bonded repulsion. Thus,
the gradient term will have the largest contri-
bution to the interaction energy for anions, fol-
lowed by neutrals, and then cations, as the elec-
tron density becomes more compact. This ex-
plains why the observed error dependence with

the GGA functional (Figure 2) is highest for
the dianions, smaller for the monoanions, and
e�ectively zero for the other interaction classes.

Conclusion

In this work, we have rationalized the perfor-
mance of a series of dispersion-corrected hybrid
functionals in the description of protein side-
chain interaction energies from the SSI bench-
mark set. We show that, in general, excellent
results are obtained with conventional hybrid
density functionals paired with the XDM dis-
persion correction. The mean absolute errors
are minimized for the entire dataset, as well as
for most of its subclasses, with mixing fractions
of 20-30% exact exchange. Thus, while not
explicitly considered here, B3LYP-XDM21,32

(20%) and PBE0-XDM59 (25%) would be ex-
cellent choices for the SSI dataset. Notably,
with a MAE of 0.11 kcal/mol for the entire
SSI set, the 20% BLYP-XDM hybrid (essen-
tially equivalent to B3LYP-XDM), outperforms
B3LYP-D3M(BJ),9,60 which gives a MAE of
0.17 kcal/mol with the same aug-cc-pVTZ ba-
sis set.15 An identical MAE of 0.11 kcal/mol for
the SSI set is also obtained with the PW86PBE-
based 20% hybrid functional. These �ndings
highlight the excellent performance and trans-
ferability of the XDM dispersion model to bio-
logical systems.
Our analysis has focused on trying to un-

derstand the errors for the di�erent classes of
dimers in the SSI benchmark set. The neutral,
monoanion, and monocation complexes are well
described in general, with all XDM-corrected
functionals considered giving mean errors near
zero. Although larger errors are seen for the
zwitterions, dications, and dianions, the inter-
action strengths are comparatively larger as
well, by an order of magnitude or more. Thus,
the performance of the XDM-corrected func-
tionals remains excellent for these SSI subsets,
with average errors on the order of only 1% of
the total interaction energies.
We show as a result of our analysis that:

(i) Functionals with high exact-exchange frac-
tions overestimate the extent of electrostatic
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interactions, which is a known shortcoming of
Hartree-Fock theory. (ii) Functionals with low
exact-exchange fractions overstabilise the zwit-
terions as a consequence of density-driven de-
localisation error. GGA exchange functionals
predict excessive charge transfer between the
interacting molecules, resulting in overstabil-
isation of the complex. (iii) All functionals
and exact-exchange mixing fractions considered
slightly overestimate the extent of electrostatic
repulsion in the dications. Similar overestima-
tion of electrostatic repulsion has been observed
previously for dications,36 where sophisticated
treatments of electron correlation were needed
to obtain accurate interaction energies. (iv)
The performance for the dianions, and to a
lesser extent for the monoanions, is sensitive
to the choice of GGA exchange enhancement
factor. PW86PBE gives the lowest error, as
its enhancement factor obeys the large-gradient
limit that ensures a reliable description of non-
bonded repulsion in van der Waals complexes.
These observations regarding the relation be-

tween performance for intermolecular interac-
tions in neutral and anionic systems and the
large-gradient limit of the exchange enhance-
ment factors have implications beyond biolog-
ical molecules. Anion-anion interactions are
important in many condensed-matter systems,
including simple ionic solids where there are
close contacts between anions61 with signi�-
cant anion-anion delocalization.62 These inter-
actions can also be used to explain, at least
in part, the performance of various function-
als in the description of layered materials63�65

that have recently become relevant due to ad-
vances in the manufacturing of atomically thin
�lms and the potential use of layered transition
metal dichalcogenides in optoelectronic appli-
cations.66

The results in this work provide insight into
the inherent errors associated with common
density-functional approximations in the de-
scription of intermolecular interactions between
charged fragments. This is a �rst step to-
wards a more complete understanding of the
performance of DFT methods for inter-residue
interactions in proteins, and between charged
moieties in general. However, while these in-

teractions are de�nitely present in biological
systems, most notably proteins, it must also
be noted that they are almost always stabi-
lized by the environment, be it solvating water
molecules or other protein residues. We stress
that the present results apply only to gas-phase
interactions of amino-acid dimers and errors ob-
tained with DFT methods could be larger for
more complex systems, such as ligand-protein
interactions. In particular, the use of contin-
uum solvent models and neglect of conforma-
tional sampling can constitute signi�cant limi-
tations to application of DFT to host-guest in-
teractions and ligand-binding a�nities in bio-
chemical systems.67�69 Further studies involv-
ing more realistic models of biological systems
would be bene�cial.
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